Setting the Scene

**Bulletin Board.** Back a bulletin board with blue paper and design a fairy-tale castle as the focal point. Have a dragon breathing fire next to the castle. But instead of fire, use books! Copy an assortment of dragon book titles and arrange them on the board to look as if they are the dragon’s breath. Use titles such as *Dragons Love Tacos* by Adam Rubin and *The Sunflower Sword* by Mark Sperring. Title the display “Get Fired Up With Reading.”

**Display.** Use a bookshelf or small table to display fiction and nonfiction books, audiobooks, and DVDs about dragons. Include dragon coloring pages for the children to design their own dragon; hang their pictures next to the display.

**Check-Out Club.** Start a Dragon Check-Out Club. Make an outline of a dragon on white paper and place it on an accessible wall. Each time a child checks out books during the month, give him or her a sticker (round colored stickers work well) to “build” the dragon. Children will enjoy returning each week to see the progress being made. You can also hand out stickers at check out for each Dragon Member to keep, such as Upstart’s Catch a Dragon by the Tale stickers ([http://bit.ly/1zcVeYg](http://bit.ly/1zcVeYg)).

**Games/Contests**

**Dragon Hide & Seek.** Hide nine clip-art images of dragons throughout your library’s collection. Put one in every area of the collection (fiction, nonfiction, DVDs, audio, etc.). You can make the images large or small, depending on how difficult you want to make the game. Challenge children to find all nine images to win a prize. Bookmarks, stickers, or whatever you find in your supply closet would make great incentives. Encourage children to check out a book from their favorite dragon’s section.

**Dragon vs. . . .** Create a voting station in your library. Post a picture of a dragon and one of another animal, creature, or object. Place a can, jar, or other container, along with popsicle sticks, near the pictures. Each week let kids vote with popsicle sticks for who would win in a battle. You can make the vote silly or serious, with candidates such as a cloud, flowers, a train, a knight, a king, or even a ninja turtle!

**Dragon Egg Search.** Get a bunch of hollow plastic eggs. Inside each egg, place a slip of paper with a nonfiction Dewey number. Hide the plastic eggs throughout your collection. Instruct children to each find one egg and open it. They then need to locate the Dewey number in...
the children’s section (or library’s collection) and select one book from that area. Give children a sticker when they find and check out their nonfiction book!

**Arts/Crafts**

**Dragon Mask.** Have kids create their own dragon masks from paper plates. Use crayons, scissors, construction paper, and glue to decorate the masks. For some examples, look to www.dltk-kids.com/animals/mplate-dragon.htm.

**Paper Chain Dragons.** Use the instructions at http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/article/chinese-new-year-dragon for a starting point on how to make your very own paper chain dragons. Be sure to have a variety of construction paper colors for the kids to use.

**Dragon Wings.** Fold a large piece of construction or butcher paper in half. Draw a B with the line of the B on the fold. Cut along the outline, leaving the fold intact. Unfold to see wings. Try creating different shapes of wings by making the B with sharper or more elongated curves. Provide feathers, sequins, pom-poms, and other supplies so kids can decorate their wings. Punch holes in the wings and attach string to secure them to kids’ backs.

**Dragon Eggs.** Using paper mâché, make and decorate your own dragon eggs! This activity requires two sessions: one to make the egg shape and one to decorate it. For instructions on how to make the paper mâché eggs, go to www.firstpalette.com/tool_box/quick_how_to/papermachebaloon/papier-mâché_aloof.html. Decorate the eggs with paint, crepe paper, glitter, markers, and construction paper.

**Snacks/Recipes**

**Dragon Claws.** Cover Nabisco-brand Nutter Butter cookies (or a similar cookie) in green frosting. Add unsalted cashews for dragon toenails. Serve with milk dyed with green food coloring.

**Fireless S’mores.** Everyone knows dragons love fire. But even dragons have to eat inside. Make fireless s’mores during a dragon-themed storytime. Combine bite-size graham-cracker cookies, mini marshmallows, and chocolate chips; then stir. Scoop the s’mores into individual serving cups.

**Writing Projects**

**Not Your Typical Dragon.** Provide a copy of Not Your Typical Dragon by Dan Bar-el for children to read and explore. Give children a half sheet of paper with the following prompt on it: “If I were a dragon, I would breathe…”. Children can choose to write a description of what their dragon would breathe, draw a picture depicting their dragon, or both!

**Dragonology.** Share Dragonology: The Complete Book of Dragons by Dr. Ernest Drake. Then invite children to make their own booklet of dragon facts. They can use the book for a guide or come up with their own fun facts.

**Dragons Love…** Cover a table with bulletin board paper and place a copy of Dragons Love Tacos by Adam Rubin on the table. Display a writing prompt and encourage children to write or draw their answer. Some possible prompts include “Dragons love…,” “My dragon loves…,” or “My dragon’s favorite thing is….”

**Dragon Fairy Tale.** Encourage imaginative play by having children come up with their own fairy tales, starring a dragon instead of the typical prince or princess. Provide paper and writing tools for children to write their short stories.

**Dragon Business.** Ask kids: “What do we know about dragons?” Compile a list of their answers on a white board or giant sheet of paper. Then have the kids write about what kind of business they would start for a dragon customer. Would it be a restaurant with all their favorite foods or a clothing store with clothes that won’t catch on fire? The possibilities are endless! Make sure they give their business a name and describe why they think the dragons would love their store.

**Special Events**

**Scaly Petting Zoo.** Invite a representative from a local pet store or hire a reptile handler to bring in live dragons and other reptiles. Set up a display of library materials on dragons, both real and mythical.
Library Lair. Turn the library (or the children’s corner) into a dragon’s lair by covering the walls and furniture with gray fabric or construction paper. Draw a large wooden door on paper, or create one by painting a wood pallet. Stage a live performance—starring children—of Robert Munsch’s *The Paper Bag Princess*. Have a library staff member narrate the story as the children act it out.

Chinese New Year Celebration. If it’s the right time of year (late January or early February, depending on the year), celebrate Chinese New Year with a parade, including traditional dragon puppets, lantern-making crafts, snacks, and a display of books and videos about the holiday. Get ideas, instructions, and resources at [www.enchantedlearning.com/crafts/chinesenewyear](http://www.enchantedlearning.com/crafts/chinesenewyear).

Math/Science Activities

Whose Egg Is It? Create a matching game with images of eggs and their corresponding animals. Include komodo dragon eggs and mythical dragon eggs. Challenge kids to sort the eggs based on their color or shape, or have them put the eggs in order from smallest to largest.

Count a Dragon’s Hoard. Set up a table with three piles of “treasure.” The treasure could be made up of fake coins, Lego blocks, or objects from your craft supplies. Display pictures of three different dragons next to their corresponding treasure. Place a sign on the table prompting kids to count each dragon’s hoard and determine which is the largest. Give a small prize (piece of candy, sticker, etc.) when kids bring you the correct answer.

Internet Resources

The Crafty Crow: 10 Dragon Crafts for Kids  
[www.thecraftycrow.net/2012/01/10-dragon-crafts-for-kids.html](http://www.thecraftycrow.net/2012/01/10-dragon-crafts-for-kids.html)

Activity Village: Dragons  
[www.activityvillage.co.uk/dragons](http://www.activityvillage.co.uk/dragons)

Dragons in Literature Quiz  

National Geographic Kids: Kimodo Dragon  

Book Resources


